Havana Revolutionary Moment Glinn Burt
organised labour and the cuban revolution, 1952-1959 - organised labour and the cuban revolution,
1952-1959 ... collections in havana, manzanillo, guantánamo and santiago de cuba, will re-examine ...
reservoirs of locally produced material testified to a revolutionary process far from the 1 glinn, havana: the
revolutionary moment (2001) 6. core-ua 515 cultures and contexts: latin america - major social actors of
the time, in order to ask, “at the moment of the military coup in 1973, what was in the balance? what concert
of competing hopes or fears were in play? and how did these shape the course of events?” historian greg
grandin helps us understand such moments as “simultaneously core-ua 515 cultures and contexts: latin
america monday ... - social actors of the time, in order to ask, “at the moment of the military coup in 1973,
what was in the balance? ... 9/8 revolutionary time greg grandin, “living in revolutionary time: coming to terms
with the violence of latin america's ... fidel castro, “words to the intellectuals” (havana, june 30, 1961) fidel
castro reader, 213 ... oscar tuazon: that’s not made for that - glinn had covered many subjects, from
revolutionary leader fidel castro's entrance into havana to the sinai war as well as the u.s. marine invasion of
lebanon. the work in the exhibition is part of a series glinn took in 1971, of prostitutes working the streets in
new york. burt glinn joined magnum photos in 1951 and became
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